
PROBLEM: Paper towels can create a ton of waste, 
and name-brand glass cleaners may contain health-
damaging chemicals! 
SOLUTION: The Norwex Window Cloth helps you get 
windows, mirrors and other shiny surfaces sparkling 
clean with just a little water!

$85 Savings Over a Year

Norwex Window Cloth 
Cost: 1 for $19.99

Glass Cleaner & Paper Towels 
Cost: Glass Cleaner – 4 bottles per year = $14

Paper Towels – 26 rolls per year = $91
Total = $105

PROBLEM: Name-brand household cleaners may 
be filled with harmful chemicals and can even 
contribute to indoor air pollution!
SOLUTION: The Norwex EnviroCloth is a chemical-
free cleaning solution that can help you remove up 
to 99% of bacteria from a surface with only water 
when following the proper care and use instructions!

$14 Savings Over a Year

PROBLEM: Expensive dust sprays release harmful 
aerosols and can create buildup. 
SOLUTION: The Dusting Mitt attracts and traps 
allergens and dust particles with its dense, plush 
fibers—great for a quick, chemical-free clean 
throughout your home!

$87 Savings Over a Year

PROBLEM: Single-use mop systems are chemical-
based and costly, and the pads end up in landfills.
SOLUTION: The reusable Norwex Mop System  
uses water only to thoroughly clean surfaces  
again and again.

$40 Savings Over a Year
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Norwex® EnviroCloth®  
Cost: 1 for $18.99

All-Purpose Household Spray Cleaners 
Cost: 6 bottles per year = $33

Based on a family of 4. All costs are based on estimated prices at time of printing and calculated over a one-year period. 
Savings may vary depending on household size, the product and amount of product used, and are not guaranteed.

Norwex Superior Mop Starter System 
Cost: 1 Mop Starter System = $115.99

Sweeper Mop & Single-Use Mop Pads 
Cost: 1 Sweeper Jet Mop Starter Kit = $32

Replacement Single-Use Mop Pads = $12 per box of 24 
8 boxes per year – $96 +

Cleaning Solution $7 4/year = $28
Total = $156

Norwex Dusting Mitt 
Cost: 1 for $20.99

Dust Spray 
Cost: Dust Spray – 4 cans per year = $17
Paper Towels – 26 rolls per year = $91

Total = $108

USE THIS NOT THAT WHY? 

FIRST YEAR SAVINGS TOTAL $226 BY SWITCHING TO THESE 4 NORWEX PRODUCTS.

MORE THAN $365 IN SAVINGS THE SECOND YEAR 

save the environment and save money!
We offer a 2-year warranty on our products, so as time goes by the savings increase!

Get all of the products listed above and more with the Just Add Water Package!
Create your Safe Haven and save over $30 off the retail price!
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